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I’m making progress with designing my bike I saw on the internet this week and I thought I would
share it with you. This is a 1998 Cinelli Saladin front and rear crankset (chain stays) with the cranks

turned on their side. Note the green arrow pointing to where the flathead screw goes inside the
derailleur hanger. This isn’t shown on the pictures, but I will be using that hanger to pivot the crank on

the hanger so it can be rotated to two different positions on the other side of the frame. This frame
was completely rebuilt by Rolf in Amsterdam in 2011. The down tube had a different fizik g-joint inside
the frame. The crankarms were swapped out of a set of Crumbshanks cranks and mafac cranks were
used on the chain stays. The bars were from Crumbshanks too. The rest of the bike is a mix of various
parts from the dealer in Merelbeke in Belgium (see the big bolt in the bottom tube). The saddle is the
most expensive part and it was never painted or clearcoated. The white paint on the bike is a primer

coat with a clear coat over it. The fork and bars have since been stripped and cleaned for my own
personal use. The fork tubes are a set I picked up of the same size on eBay. The frameset was in San
Francisco and when I reassembled it this is the only thing I had left that had been in my house when I
moved it from San Fran to Kansas City. This weekend I have to meet with Rolf to go over plans for my

build. I’m going to have a sheet with design plans so it will be easy for him to follow. He has all the
parts and I think he will also have the tubing, frameset, crankset, etc for me when he gets to the USA.
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